
Kimberly A. Martin    
241 S. Cherry Street #151, Winston-Salem, NC 27101

profile
Collaborative Consultant | Interdisciplinary Designer

Creative business consultant and spatial designer with strategic design-thinking approach to challenges. Proven 
ability to support executive and design teams. Practiced at creating actionable, strategic solutions that exceed 
expectations.  Thrives on big ideas, problem solving, collaboration, integration, and synthetic thinking.

skills
Strategic Vision | Systems Thinking | Implementing Synthetic Solutions

Co-designing solutions with stakeholders. Supporting Executives. Encouraging high quality work through proven 
methodologies, while fostering a creative thinking. Helping team members discover their own valuable processes and 
learning modalities. Developing working solutions tailored to their context and sensitive to their team’s unique skills and 
needs.

current position

Visiting Assistant Professor, University of North Carolina at Greensboro Fall 2019 to present

Interior Architecture design and support instruction, including second year studio, REVIT visualization, 
third year studio and professional practice courses.  Supporting program Director with initiatives and 
strategic program planning and implementation.  Faculty Advisor to IIDA and ASID professional student 
groups.

Owner, Martin Strategies, LLC  2011 to present

Providing strategic business and operations consulting. marketing strategy, and team leadership, to 
design firms in Cincinnati, OH, Washington, DC and Winston-Salem, NC.

education
M. Architecture, The University of Cincinnati - 2009 Cincinnati, OH
Thesis: A Fine Mess: Negotiating Urban Discrepancies

Vice President, Graduate Student Association
Graduate Teaching Assistant: First Year Foundation Skills; Environmental Technology; Sustainable 
Studio Courses 
Continuing Scholars Award recipient
Elite Graduate Assistantship Award recipient
Department of Architecture, Art, and Planning Department Scholarship recipient

B.S. Interior Architecture, UNCG - 2005 Greensboro, NC
Thesis: mod]:[pods —A Sustainable, Modular Housing System

Honors Program Graduate
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant in History + Theory and Drawing courses  - 2 years
Undergraduate Teaching Assistant: Fundamentals course - 2 years
Founding Editor, student-run website
Co-presenter: Atlantic World Conference 2005 Outstanding Senior Award
Student Excellence Award
Karen Anderson Scholarship recipient

B.S. Fine Arts, James Madison University - 1991 Harrisonburg, VA
Concentration: Painting and Drawing. 

Minor: English Literature
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research interests
Bridging the gap between practice and the academy.  Strategic design processes and frameworks to 
encourage creative, efficient and effective outcomes. 

publications
Chapter of a manuscript which framed, “The Enlightenment Context,” proceedings of the Office of 
Undergraduate

Research Expo (2005). University of North Carolina at Greensboro. (Project under direction of Dr. Patrick 
Lee Lucas).

presentations
Presenter— “Retreat | Respond”
Colorado Art Ranch Salida Artposium “Dwellings: Habitat, Symbol & Art”
Co-presenter—”Visualizing Empire : East Meets West : Creating Identity + Empire in the Atlantic World” 
Atlantic World Conference, Greensboro, NC, September 2004

awards & accomplishments
National Student Scholarship Winner—$30,000 Donghia Scholarship 2012
3 Student Finalists—PAVE the Way 3D Design Competition 2011
Second Place—Project Runway, Cincinnati 2011
Best in Class, Modern—‘Who’s Next?’ Free Green Sustainable Housing Competition 2011
Honorable Mention—USGBC Drop Inn Center Competition 2009
Honorable Mention—Habitat for Accessibility Competition 2007

courses taught

IAR 201:Basic Environmental Design III University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Fall 2019.  Studio investigations of spaces as articulated by the interaction of individual and place. 
Emphasis placed on cognitive understanding of design process, light and color, construction systems, 
and ongoing study of materials.

IAR 311: Computer-Aided Design for Interior Architecture University of North Carolina, Greensboro
Fall 2019.  Introduction to computer-aided design technology, historical context, and professional use in 
interior architecture and design. Use of REVIT equipment and production of design drawings.

ID 121: Interior Design, Planning and Programming University of Kentucky
Fall 2013. An introduction to the interior design process and creative problem solving. This first-year 
studio course focus on design fundamentals, spatial definition and organization and applies them in two 
and three-dimensions.

ID 264: Color Theory & Interiors University of Kentucky
Fall 2013.  The study of color theory and its application to the interior environment: the interactive 
aspects of color, light and texture within an interior application are explored in this course.  The 
psychological and functional aspects of color application as well as articulation and graphic 
communication of color concepts will be applied.
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related experience

Founder, Martin Strategies, LLC  2011 to present

Design Lab (2017-present) Cincinnati, OH

Worked with Owner to implement operational systems to accommodate geographic growth and facilitate 
easier client communications. Currently working to establish better operational systems, develop 
organizational structure and implement better systems to facilitate expansion and growth.

courses taught continued

ID Branding Seminar University of Kentucky
Spring 2014.  Utilizing design thinking and branding basics to develop solutions for real world clients.

ID 422: Interior Design University of Kentucky
Fall 2013. The development of custom design elements and studies within the framework of professional 
business practices and documentations happen in this course.

ARC 303/403: “The Future of Retail” Third/Fourth Year Elective Studio  Miami University of Ohio
Spring 2012/2013. 300/400 level interior and architectural studio exploring the future of retail design. 
Informed by trends analysis in sociocultural influences, exploring brand value communication strategies 
in the consumer experience, and investigating the role of Corporate Social Responsibility policies 
in forming the culture and environment of brand. Four of these students placed in the final 12 of an 
international design competition, and another received the 2012 Donghia Scholarship

ARC 202/204: Second Year Studio, Interiors & Architecture  Miami University of Ohio
Fall 2011/2012. Integrated 200 level architecture and interior studio encouraging holistic, collaborative, 
conceptually-driven design and critical analysis of how humans experience space. Students have 
opportunities to develop abstract thinking skills, produce installations, and work together toward a final 
project, which integrates culture, context, and concept.

ARC 303/403 Sustainable Studio: Third/Fourth Year Elective Studio  DAAP—University of Cincinnati
Fall 2007. Regular Graduate Assistant desk critic for studio exploring sustainable design strategies and 
building construction methodologies.

ARC 232 Environmental Technologies  DAAP—University of Cincinnati
Spring 2007. Graduate Assistant for course explaining building systems and technologies, providing 
secondary instruction to students outside of class.

ARC 201/202 Documentation Lab: First Year Visual Communication  DAAP—University of Cincinnati
Fall 2006. Graduate Assistant for one section of integrated interiors and architecture freshmen. 
Complimenting studio design work, this course taught basic visual communication and drawing skills 
and methods.

IAR 222: History & Theory of Design II  The University of North Carolina Greensboro
Fall 2003 & Fall 2004. Teaching Assistant for section of the second year History course. Conducted 
weekly discussion group meetings. Facilitated synthesis of coursework and elevated discussions, 
written and illustrated observations. Helped conceive of, and oversaw conceptual development and 
construction of an installation art piece about the Renaissance.
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related experience continued

Aritst Immersion Program (2018- present) Newport, KY

Working with the founder to grow business by creating operational efficiencies, developing marketing 
strategies and growing the team to help execute on both.

ISTUDIO Architects (2018-2019) Washington, DC
Operations and Marketing Director for small, award-winning sustainable design firm.  Worked with 
ISTUDIO to help them market ground-breaking sustainable projects and increase their international 
presence in the field. Created a marketing strategy for growth, a system for proposal creation, and 
operational structure to help them expand.  We grew the team by 50%, created project management 
systems, increased profit margins and won multiple local and international project awards - including DC 
Design Week award, a national UCGBC award, and two international Architizer awards in 2019.

Platte Architecture + Design (2016-2018) (consulted at the request of the Interiors team) Cincinnati, OH
Interior Designer/Project Manager for firm of 22. Hired to build interiors capability, grew processes and 
firm-wide resources from $400k to $2mil in revenue over an 18-month period; to $4mil after 2.5 years.  
Provided bespoke interior design and client support for numerous condominiums and single family urban 
residences with developer client.  

BHDP Architecture (2016-2017) (consulted for year at the request of the team and CEO) Cincinnati, OH
Consultant for firm of 150, that helped grow the Environmental Graphic Design team from 3 to 6 
in 12-month period.  Integrated with interiors team through improved project management and 
coordination processes, which won the firm a large banking client.  Directed design of projects for 
financial, educational, corporate workplace and retail clients.

Shopworks Architecture (2015-2016) (consulted on specific project) Denver, CO
Project Architect/Project Manager for small firm of 8 specializing in multi-unit residential housing, and 
developing commercial interiors capability. Liaised with developer client on a 4-story, mixed use, low-
income building in the Santa Fe Arts District of downtown Denver.  Lead design, managed projects, 
developed client relationships and mentored junior designers for commercial office projects.

LPK/Spicefire (consulted while teaching full-time at The University of Kentucky, 2014) Cincinnati, OH
Architectural Consultant/Project Manager for international branding agency of 300+. Managed design 
and installation of renovation of full floor of company headquarters for Trends and Strategy Teams. 
Worked directly with COO to explore potential for environmental design capability to complement 
international branding agency’s 2-D design teams. 

FRCH Design Worldwide (consulted while teaching Miami University, 2012-2014)    Cincinnati, OH
Architectural Designer/Project Manager for roll-out of 150+ spaces for national banking industry client.

Luxxotica (consulted while teaching at Miami University of Ohio, 2011-2012) Cincinnati, OH
Architectural Designer/Project Manager for roll-out of 300+ stores for Sunglass Hut, Ilori, and other 
brands in retail client’s portfolio. Chosen to work on special project design team to develop new 
prototypes for brands, including new fixtures and a new concept targeting millennial shoppers.  That 
prototype was designed, fabricated and installed within 3 weeks and increased revenue for the pilot 
store beyond expectation.  It became a new shop-in-shop standard and was rolled out in a number of 
markets.
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related experience continued

Kolar Design (consulted full-time 2009-2010) Cincinnati, OH
Design Director - Architecture & Interiors for team of 8 interdisciplinary designers in environmental 
graphics firm.  Lead design sessions with designers and client teams, liaised with Fortune 500  and 
municipal clients and affiliates in international office environment for numerous projects including 
Cincinnati Riverfront Park and multiple, international P&G projects. Developed and implemented 
approach to design that lead to prominent installations in corporate and civic environments.    

Interior Designer/Project Manager  2010-2011

SHP Leading Design  Cincinnati, OH
Worked directly with Executive Vice President of Design on over 15 projects in education-focused firm.  
Managed team of 12 interior designers in 3 offices.  Directed design with project teams in to provide 
design concepts, encourage design excellence and guide project development.  New process for team 
meetings improved efficiency and profit margins from 5-9% on a number of education and commercial 
projects.  

Intern Architect (positions held throughout design education) May 2004-September 2007

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, LLP  New York, NY

Architectural production for National University of Singapore, New School and PS-54 elementary 
school projects.

Michael McInturf Architects Cincinnati, OH

Architectural production for residential rehab and new building for local swim club.

Dissing + Weitling Architektfirma a/s Copenhagen, DK

Architectural production for Copenhagen Towers project, boutique hotel concept and various corporate 
office environments.

Lambert A+I Winston-Salem, NC

Architectural production for BB&T bank prototypes and test fits.

Arden Construction & Design  Winston-Salem, NC

Architectural production for residential rehabilitations and historic renovations.

related experience continued

Founding Editor  - University of North Carolina at Greensboro 2004-2005
Created, documented, and executed long-term plan for newly conceived student website to showcase
student work, and increase interdepartmental discourse. Recruited and collaborated with graphic developer.
Liaised with all studio courses and professors to gather and publish work. Created and streamlined process
for submitting and publishing student work.

Undergraduate Research Assistant -  University of North Carolina at Greensboro 2003-2004
Assisted composition of two abstracts accepted for presentation. Co-wrote and co-presented at
interdisciplinary conference. Assisted in conceiving conceptual frame work of Dr. Patrick Lee Lucas’
manuscript and wrote substantial part of Chapter 4 about the influence of Enlightenment thinking on the
early American architectural landscape.
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